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Timr is the name which keeps on popping while searching for the top three BlackBerry Time Trailing
Applications. This was the first to be introduced in mobiles and was launched in 2008 but had
received an official launch in year 2009. Moreover, this time it has arrived with its upgraded third
version with a totally new graphical interface for users. Also there are exciting feature on timer this
time like to evaluate the tracking time records on the go. This application allows Blackberry users to
keep a track on the timings of their work, timings of the projects to be completed and the mileage on
the go and all these features compacted in a single application.

Now the time tracking and mileage recoding is very simple and immediate for Blackberry users at
anytime and anyplace. What is more, the records of these can be stored on the servers and can be
accessed from anywhere at any time either from home or from office with the help of a Blackberry or
a personal computer.

Timr is a sort of software enabled web application which can be used for tracing of Service Time
along with Mileage which is also available for mobile brands like Blackberries, iPhones, iPads,
Android smartphones and Windows enabled Phone. Timr is a combination of a punch clock, project
time calculator as well as mileage trailing app.

In office one might find it easier to keep track on the time using this timr web application and while
moving, timr Application can be used on the phone. Also timr will not allow you to forget to keep
track any minute of daily work which means that one can bill more customers without any more
work. So, to make it simplified timr increases your productivity. If one runs a company then he or
she can be benefited by timr because project efforts will be up to date even without asking all
employees the month-end reports.

Highlighting the key features of this amazing app introduced in BlackBerry:

It contains Punch Clock for Work Time Tracking; project time tracker; mileage tracker; GPS position
tracker as well as report and analyzer on the go.
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